VIDRERES WORLD CUP COMPETITION – APRIL 2010

The World Cup Competition in Vidreres took place as scheduled. Enclosed you can find the entry list for the different categories as well as the judges list and the result competition. A minor mistake is observed in the F2D result list – the number of the FAI licences is mixed up, but it is correctly noted in the entry list for the category. There were no special occurrences at the competition.

SCHEDULE
The competition started Saturday 4th April at 10.00 am. After the lunch break, a strong wind started and it was decided to delay the competition re-start at 16.00. At that point, there were still a speed wind of 11 m/s and it was decided to make an early start on Sunday.
Sunday morning dawned with heavy rain. The start of the competition was delayed until 11.00 am. The rain had stopped by then and the competition continued smoothly.
Results and trophies were delivered on site at 16.00.

It is important to note that only 3 competing teams performed in F2C, as the fourth team entered broke their only plane during the official trainings.

Respectfully submitted,
Yolanda Garcia
FAI JURY PRESIDENT